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Valuatio for Traditional Insurance Replacement

Item I

One, 9ct yellow gold and 9ct white gold, diamond set, multistone, flexible link bracelet, of
hand-assembled construction.

Feature thirty-three round white gold illusion settings, each housing one round brilliant cut

diamond, illusion set. The settings altemate with an 's' shaped yellow gold wire, and are

supported with an underrail. The bracelet is finished with a box clasp, and a f,rgure 8 safety

catch.

Bracelet dimensions: 18.50cm (ave. legth) x 5.99mm (ave. width) x 3.23mm (ave. depth).

Polished finish.

Stamped'9CT JP146'- acid tested as 9 carat gold.

The item contains:

Total ItemWeight: 11.13 grams

Total Gemstone Weight: 0.70ct
Total Metal Weight: 10.99 grams (estimated)

NOTE: Due to setting constraints, the exact dimensions of the gemstones cannot be ascertained. Therefore, weights of the gemstones are

very much estimated. For accurate testing, weights, colour, and clarity gradings, the gemstones require removal from the settings. The

bellw replacement figure is based upon crafting a similar bracelet employing similar materials and techniques being for a tetail insurance

pu{pose lnly. This figure does not represent the previous selling price of the item and will not be indicative of the resale value of the

item.

Insurance Replacement Valuation $3'715.00

The total of the one item included in this valuation is Three Thousand Seven Hundred and Fifteen dollars

These items were valued for Cash Converters

by Amina S McPhee F.G.A.A., Dip. D'T., N.C.J.V. R.V

Total Value: $3'715.00
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Thirty Three illusion set round brilliant cut diamonds, clarity is "Pl & P2" (mixed), colour is "I to K" (mixed).

Dimensions: l.60mm(Dia) x 0.98mm(D-estimated) x2oh(Girdle Thickness) (smallest)

Dimensions: 1.75mm(Dia) x l.07mm(D-estimated) x2oh(Girdle Thickness) (largest)

Total Weight: 0.70ct (estimated - see NOTE below)
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